
The 'New Economy' and the Canadian Labour Market 
 

• 25 years ago, social scientists forecast the “leisure revolution.” 
• They forecast the near future’s 20,000 hour lifetime work schedule, meaning 20 years 

of work based on 6 hours/day, 4 days/week over 42 weeks per year, and retiring 
sometime around our 45th birthday. 

• What happened to the transformation of work? 
 
Today’s Grim Picture of Work 

• High rates of unemployment. 
• Many wanting more hours of work and more pay; difficulties finding full-time work—a 

global phenomenon. 
• Increasing number of multiple job holders. 
• Difficulties finding meaningful employment. 
• Minimum wage rates falling in relation to inflation. 

 
Effects on Families 

• Child poverty rates soaring. 
• Juggling work and family schedules—stressful. 
• Caregiving pressures on family members – time and costs. 
• Adult children living at home or returning home. 

 
Impact on Communities 

• Lose vibrancy and economic health needed to attract new industries and new jobs. 
• Industries close permanently and workers move away. 
• Upon graduating, students face poor opportunities. 

 
More Education, More Debt 

• Tuition fees have become less affordable, rising by 6.2% per year between 1990 and 
2012, or 3x the rate of inflation. 

• 60% of undergrads start out in the working world with an average of $28,00 in debt. 
(2019) 

• Provincial governments are contributing less—offloading costs onto students and their 
families. 

 
New Economy 

• Transition from an industrial-based economy to a knowledge/information/service-
based economy. 

• Use of microelectronics and technologies in a wide variety of applications. 
• With technologies, new occupational categories are created and old occupational 

categories are re-tooled. 
 
Decline of Manufacturing and Rise of Service Economy 
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• Maternal mandate—motherhood & mothering romanticized.  
• Cult of true womanhood.  
• Cult of domesticity.  
• Women’s frailty. 

 
 Class Differences in Early Housework  
1900-1920  

• The Strugglers: Little income; large families; small homes; supplemented income by 
piece work, taking in boarders; cleaning difficult; no running water, etc.  

• The Comfortable: Spacious homes; no wage work; had servants; had time for leisure 
pursuits; did manual & managerial work but heavy work was farmed out to others.  

 
1920s-1940s  

• The Strugglers: Conditions improve—running water, toilets, fewer kids,etc. Emergence 
of the double day.  

• The Comfortable: technology replaces servants; automobile – driving new task; women 
managed appliances, not people. Women were spending more time on household work & 
had less leisure time.  

 
Impact of Technology  

• Technology often served to increase work & standards—food processors, rug 
shampooers.  

• Ideology surrounding housework, combined with technology has expanded the job. 
Crusade against germs; high nutritional standards, routine managerial jobs of keeping an 
orderly house, etc.  

 
Housework: Low status & unsatisfying  

• Deskilling of many women’s tasks in the home.  
• Amongst wealthy, unpaid domestic labour associated with conspicuous consumption.  
• Popular conception of housework as unskilled & easy.  
• Unpaid, uneducated, unrecognized.  

 
Contemporary Housework  

• Never-ending list of tasks.  
• Endless hours per week.  
• Repetitive tasks.  
• No wages; no connection between work & rewards.  
• No benefits; holidays not guaranteed.  
• Self-trained.  
• No contract; unclear tasks.  
• Isolated.  
• Positive: own boss; has autonomy. 

 
 Extending Household Tasks:  

1) Maintaining a personal front.  
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Consequences of Emotional Labour 

• Psychological dangers of emotional labour. 
• Parallels between workers’ loss of control over their emotional expression and Marx’s 

notion of alienation. 
• Workers report feeling inauthentic, insincere, and cynical. 
• Emotional labour is associated with burnout. 

 
Routinization 
Routinization is linked to control and technological change. 
Serves two purposes for employers: 

1) By simplifying & standardizing tasks, the costs of labour are lowered. 
2) Creates a standardized product. 

 
Scripting 

• Service workers often require to adhere to a script. 
• Through scripting, employers are controlling exactly how the job is performed; they can 

control the quality in this way. 
• Scripting interactions or requiring particular emotions means that employers are 

engaging in forms of personality control—and this may far-reaching, affecting other 
areas of life. 

 
Service workers’ strategies to express themselves: 

1) Psychologically disengage. 
2) Distinguish clearly between “work” and “real” self. 
3) Operate on automatic pilot at work. 
4) Modify scripts or routines in small ways. 
5) Deliver scripts with humour or in exaggerated tones. 

 
Personal Service Work: “Customer is always right.” 

• Reflects deferential and accommodating posture workers must adopt toward 
customers. 

• Implies that customers have authority over workers. 
• Contributes to socially awkward interactions due to tensions between the patterns of 

deference and hierarchy involved in personal service & ideology of classlessness and 
egalitarianism within society at large. 

 
Aspects of personal service work that reinforce the subordinate status of the worker: 

• Separate entrances. 
• Wear uniform & abide by appearance rules. 
• Wear name tags. 
• Treated as a “non-person”—overlooked & ignored. 
• Tips. 
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Review (Armstrong & Armstrong Ch. 4) 
 

• What is biological determinism? 
o Biological determinism is an approach that reflects a belief that there are 

‘essential’ or ‘natural’ biological differences between men and women that 
influence or determine the type of work that men and women should do. 

• What are some critiques of it/what are some of its limitations, as discussed in the 
chapter? 

o It is difficult to establish differences, and we cannot isolate variables. 
o Socialization as well as environmental and hereditary factors play a role. 
o There are more differences within genders than between them (using an 

intersectional framework in our analysis helps us to see and understand 
how). 

o Research is often biased; expects boys to display ‘masculine’ behaviour and 
girls to display ‘feminine’ behaviour. 

o There is no innate work; all tasks are learned, even childrearing. 
o Pregnancy does not incapacitate women or make them dependent on men. 

Ideas about menstruation impacting work performance are false; social class 
actually plays more of a role, as does privilege. 

 
Review (Armstrong & Armstrong Ch. 5) 

• What is idealism? 
o Idealism is an approach that includes theoretical frameworks that assume 

ideas are primary. In a sense, ideas determine reality 
• What are some critiques of it/what are some of its limitations, as discussed in the 

chapter? 
o  Ideas matter, but these perspectives don’t necessarily consider how important 

ideas are in explaining the division of labour and how these ideas actually 
develop and change. Some idealist perspectives see socialization as a one-time 
process in childhood, but we know it is a lifelong, interactive process – it is 
dynamic, and neither easy nor smooth. The conflation of ideas with reality can 
lead to flawed assumptions; you cannot ‘think something true’. 

• Authors’ argument: ideas can change, but the focus needs to be on challenging 
institutional power structures; “even when the problem is understood in terms of a 
patriarchal ideology, the segregated labour of women and men is often treated as an 
isolated social problem of the society that is subject to direction solution, rather than a 
product of the overall organization and structure of society” (163). Role theory is 
problematic because it does not explain development and changes in roles, and it is 
insufficiently descriptive (p. 166). 

 
Review (Armstrong & Armstrong Ch. 6) 

• What is materialism? (Armstrong & Armstrong, Ch. 6) 
o Materialism includes approaches that focus on: 
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